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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Sarah is a famous travel blogger,
living the dream job life. She travels all over the world and her business pays her as she goes, all
she has to do is have all the fun she can and write regular blog posts about it as she does. Heading
off to Paris, the city of romance, Sarah sets herself the private personal challenge of finding some
romance. Travelling often leaves her lonely and craving the soft touch of another female, a lover
she can call her own, or even just hers for the few weeks she spends in each city that is! Paris is as
exciting and as beautiful as Sarah had imagined and her blog soon fills with long dreamy posts
about the city and the wonderful things Sarah discovers. This keeps the business back in the US
happy and it keeps the money flowing into Sarah s bank account making her lavish stay in Paris all
the more pleasant. However, Sarah s blog goes silent after she faces a dangerous situation one
night being in the wrong place at...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is fantastic and great. It really is basic but shocks from the 50 percent from the ebook. Its been written in an remarkably easy way in fact it
is only soon after i finished reading this ebook in which really changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Jayme Kuhlman-- Jayme Kuhlman

Very helpful for all type of individuals. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. I am just very easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed publication.
-- Mikayla Romaguera-- Mikayla Romaguera
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